
HEAD STROKE JUDGE 
 

The Head Stroke Judge’s responsibility is to conduct the Stroke and Exchange Judge meeting at the 

beginning of the meet to give instructions to the judges. The Head Stroke Judge also serves in the same 

capacity of a regular Stroke Judge during the meet, observing strokes, turns, touches and finishes to 

determine their compliance with league requirements. 

 

PRIOR TO MEET: 

All Stroke Judges must attend a Northwest Swim Circuit (NWSC) training session. The training is offered 

annually on an evening in May (the location of the training varies). The Stars swim team strongly 

encourages all Stroke Judges to attend the class, but we also understand the demands of work and other 

commitments; therefore, the Stars will host a similar training session conveniently in Steiner Ranch 

where you can fulfill your training requirement. Dates and times for the NWSC and Steiner Ranch 

training sessions are TBD but will generally be announced in April.  

 

NOTE: If you want to be a Stroke Judge, you must attend this mandatory training even if you’ve 

attended the class in a previous year or if you are an experienced swimmer. This is the policy set forth by 

the NWSC. 

 

HOME MEETS: 

1. Locate the Stroke Judge supply box. 

2. Verify that the box contains at least 100 DQ slips, at least 20 pencils, a minimum of 6 clip boards (4 

for Exchange Judges at each corner of the pool and 2 for the Stroke Judges on both sides of the 

pool), and a pencil sharpener. 

3. Ask the Announcer to announce a meeting for all Stroke and Exchange Judges for the Stars and the 

visiting team to take place approximately 20 minutes before the start of the meet. 

4. Conduct the meeting for both Stroke and Exchange Judges. 

For Stroke Judges: 

 Explain information regarding any special needs swimmers (the Meet Director will provide 

this information to you, if applicable). 

 Remind Stroke Judges that they should always be walking the full length of the pool, not 

standing or only walking half of the pool. 

 For relays, remind Stroke Judges that they should not disqualify (DQ) for false starts as this is 

the job of the Exchange Judges; rather, Stroke Judges should always only judge for proper 

stroke technique, turns, touches and finishes. 

 Remind Stroke Judges that they need to watch for underwater touches at the finish, 

especially for the younger swimmers. They should always be positioned at the finishing end 

of the pool at the end of the heat in order to watch the touches. 

 Answer any questions. 

For Exchange Judges: 



 Explain information regarding any special needs swimmers (the Meet Directors will provide 

this information to you, if applicable). 

 Remind Exchange Judges that they are only judging the exchanges. They should not DQ for 

any reason other than false starts. 

 Answer any questions. 

5. Give Stroke and Exchange Judges their supplies: pencil, clipboard and DQ slips. 

6. Keep the Stroke/Exchange Judge supply box on the table near the Starter. 

7. Assign a Stars and visiting team Stroke Judge to each side of the pool (2 from each team, 4 total). 

8. Assign a Stars and visiting team Exchange Judge to each corner of the pool (4 from each team, 8 

total). 

9. Complete regular Stroke Judge responsibilities (see Stroke Judge section). 

10. At the end of the meet, return all Stroke/Exchange Judge supplies to the supply box and leave the 

box at the Computers table (second-shift Head Stroke Judge only). 

 

AWAY MEETS: 

1. There only needs to be one Head Stroke Judge for the first shift at away meets. No second-shift 

Head Stroke Judge is needed. 

2. Attend the Stroke/Exchange Judge meeting approximately 20 minutes prior to the start of the meet 

to relay any pertinent information that was not mentioned by the home team’s Head Stroke Judge, 

if applicable. 

3. Complete regular Stroke Judge responsibilities (see Stroke Judge section).  

 

 


